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Fiber-launched ultratight photorefractive solitons integrating fast
soliton-based beam manipulation circuitry
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Self-integration of single-mode fiber to spatial solitons is achieved through the trapping of
fiber-launched beams into ultratight high-aperture nonlinear waves in photorefractive paraelectric
potassium-lithium-tantalate-niobate. This allows the integration of soliton-based circuitry and
electroholography at longer nonabsorbed wavelengths, demonstrating electro-optic beam
manipulation and two-mode routing capabilities. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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In one of the more pioneering visions, two-dimension
spatial solitons ~or optical needles! in photorefractive
crystals1 are considered the basis for optoelectronic be
handling devices, in which light confinement permeate
bulk three-dimensional electro-optic sample. This achie
ment holds the key to:~i! the viable integration of a host o
useful bulk nonlinear/electro-optic crystals for which n
present conventional waveguiding technology exists; and~ii !
the projection of circuitry from the present two-dimension
to a fully three-dimensional integrated environment,
which solitonic arrays are a first result,2 embodying one of
the fundamental assets of optical technology.

Where the formation of spatial solitons is itself an ind
cation of a self-integrated process in bulk, their subsequ
integration into a fiber circuit represents an essential s
toward device implementation. It implies the:~i! achieve-
ment of an intrinsically high mode matching between t
fiber guided mode and the nonlinear soliton wave; and~ii !
circumvention of any kind of hybrid device, such as a m
crolens, along the fiber-to-bulk-to-fiber cascade. This se
less transfer of the fiber circuit into, and transparen
through, the crystal without spurious mode scattering imp
that the waves be buttcoupled, and the crystal reproduce
confining index structure of the launching fiber. Physica
in turn, this means that the light-matter interaction mediat
the optical nonlinearity must support ultratight optic
needles, which involves both the nontrivial emergence o
relatively large optically driven refractive index modulatio
of the order ofDn;1023, and the activation of micron-leve
spatial scales, which can lead to secondary distortions, s
as soliton-self-bending. Two possible solutions are the
of: ~i! highly responsive ferroelectrics, such as strontium
barium–niobate 75; or~ii ! paraelectrics near their phas
transition Curie temperatureTC . This second solution
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which we presently discuss, makes use of the strongly
hanced nonlinearity in near-transition paraelectric photo
fractives, where the dielectric anomaly leads to huge val
of the low-frequency dielectric constante r . This makes even
relatively weak optical coupling induce large changes in
sample refractive index through the quadratic electro-op
responseDn52(1/2)n2geffe0

2(er21)2Esc
2 , geff being the qua-

dratic electro-optic coefficient, andEsc the soliton-supporting
light-generated space-charge field.3 More importantly, the
paraelectric phase allows fast electro-optic beam manip
tion via the possibility of changing the index pattern b
acting through an external control fieldEext, which beats
with slowly formed Esc through the nonlinear relationshi
Dn}(Eext1Esc)

2.4,5 In analogy to electrically switched
holograms,4 it is sometimes referred to as soliton electroh
ography. In a recent effort, random beam filamentati
which can lead to low aperture solitons on large transve
scales~.10 mm!, i.e., the optical wave exits into the bulk
expands to more than six times the single-mode size,
sometimes self-traps, have been reported.6

In this letter, we demonstrate an intrinsically match
deterministic single-mode fiber-soliton integration in bias
near-transition KLTN~potassium-lithium-tantalate-niobate!.7

Our achievement is mediated by the emergence of b
coupled ultratight@3–4mm intensity at full width half maxi-
mum ~FWHM!# needles that appear only in the very proxim
ity of the crystal dielectric anomaly, at temperatures sligh
above the ferroelectric phase-transition temperatureTC , in a
condition in which charge diffusion and spontaneous po
ization play a negligible role.8 We are able to implement thi
achievement to demonstrate a soliton-based switch
router on a single-mode backbone, for a longer nonphoto
fractive wavelength.5

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A continuou
wave argon-ion laser operating atl5514 nm is appropri-
ately coupled into a single-mode HP 460 Nufern fiber. T
2 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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fiber output is mounted on a three-axis nanopositioner p
viding fine alignment for its buttcoupling to the crystal inp
facet. The resulting polarization of thez launched beam is
controlled by means of a three-stage polarization rotator.
polarization is set parallel to the applied electric fieldEext

5V/L, along thex axis, whereL is the distance between th
two crystal electrodes. The input and output intensity dis
butions are collected by anf 520 mm ~numerical aperture
.0.5! lens imaging the transversex–y planes onto a two-
dimensional charge coupled device silicon camera Data
WinCamD.

The crystal is a 3.7(x)34.1(y)32.4(z) mm sample of
KLTN which undergoes a ferroelectric–paraelectric pha
transition atTC.12 °C.3 Given the electro-optic geometry
geff5g1150.12 m4 C22 and n52.4. The crystal manifest
strong photorefraction for thel5514 nm beam, whereas fo
wavelengths longer than 600 nm, such as the He–Nl
5633 nm line, it becomes fully transparent. For soliton ge
eration, the sample is kept at a constant temperaturT
520 °C through a driven Peltier thermostat.

For a single-mode link, buttcoupling rigidly fixes th
transverse size of the nonlinear wave. In our case, this
duces an input beamDx5Dy53.8mm, leading to the
highly diffracting regime shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, cor-
responding to 17 diffraction/nonlinear lengths. At this u

FIG. 1. Experimental setup:~a! Variable attenuation scheme through sing
soliton readout and~b! switching scheme through two vertically-stacke
oppositely charged solitons.
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tratight level, if we base our predictions on the reduced sl
soliton model,9 which is known to, at most, underestima
needle soliton formation parameters, we obtain a minim
expected soliton supporting index modulationDn0,th

5(1/2)n2geffe0
2(er21)2(V/L)2.1.2•1023. In our conditions

of near-phase-transition operation, the sample has ane r

.1.63104, and quasisteady-state self-trapped waves app
for values ofV5Vsol51 kV, corresponding to an externa
field of Eext5Esol.2.7 kV/cm, as shown in Fig. 2~c!. The
wave forms for a cumulated charge separation lastingts

.70 s for the 2.5mW launch.10 The resulting Dn0,exp

.Dn0,th confirms the approximate prediction. Switching o
the bias field~i.e., settingV50) leads to the antiguiding
structure shown in Fig. 3~b!, an indication of efficient elec-
troholographic response even for these tight structures@see
schematic of Fig. 1~a!#. For intermediate values ofh
5V/Vsol the relative transmissionR ~normalized ratio of
peak mode intensity to theh51 value! is also plotted in Fig.
3, and shows an effective extinction ratio of over 30 dB.

We investigated electro-optic functionality at nonphot
refractive wavelengths by launching in the very same fi
anx-polarizedl5633 nm, 250 nW He–Ne beam, achievin
automatically overlap. This constitutes a linearly propagat

FIG. 2. Ultratight fiber-launched needle:~a! Crystal input intensity distribu-
tion (Dx5Dy53.8mm); ~b! beam diffraction at the output of the samp
before soliton formation (Dx564mm,Dy567mm); and~c! Soliton output
distribution (Dx53.5mm,Dy54.5mm).
FIG. 3. Electro-optic readout:~a! The soliton output distribution atl5514 nm andh51; ~b! Antiguiding output patternl5514 nm andh50; ~c! Readout
at l5633 nm andh51, T520 °C, (Dxred510mm andDyred518mm); and~d! as~c! for T515.5 °C (Dxred55.5mm andDyred55.3mm). The plot shows
the measured relative transmissionR(h).
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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signal which does not lead to charge separation and the
suing nonlinear manifestations. By switching on and off t
soliton index pattern~i.e., by commutingh from 1 to 0!, fast
electro-optic switching is achieved. However, given t
longer l, guiding is less effective, as shown in Fig. 3~c!,
where a wide output red modeDxred510mm and Dyred

518mm is observed. Since the crystal is in near-phase tr
sition, we have a handle on the dielectric response thro
the temperature dependente r(T).3 By lowering the crystal
temperature in readout, the more confined and circular tra
mitted mode of Fig. 3~d! is obtained.

We went further and built a twin soliton switching de
vice, based on two oppositely charged solitons.5 Circuit con-
struction was achieved by:~i! launching a soliton withh
51 bias;~ii ! raising the fiber by approximately 20mm along
y; and~iii ! launching a second soliton withh521, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1~b!. Thus, a single step vertical stac
ing procedure was implemented.5 During readout, thel
5633 nm beam was launched in between the two sol
waveguides@Fig. 1~b!#. Fiber switched modes are shown
Fig. 4, and the two states correspond toh51 and21, the
crystal being cooled toT516 °C. The resulting switching
peak-to-peak distance was 16mm, whereas average~for the
two states! mode distribution has an intensity FWHMDxred

56.5mm andDyred57.8mm.
Tight spatial scales associated with our procedure sho

be accompanied by considerable bending along the prop
tion axisz, leading to a lateralx-directed shift.11 In our ex-
periments, this shift is.6 mm, lower than what might be
expected. Apparently, the nonlinear regime activated by tr
ping ultratight solitons and propagating a large number
diffraction/nonlinear lengths, is different from known quas
steady-state phenomenology.12 For example, if we allow the
process to evolve in time, after the standard soliton decay
observe a second and third formation-decay process,
characterized by increasingly larger self-bending. The th
appearance is characterized by a 22mm output lateral shift.

As argued, fiber launching and high nonlinearity are
basis for the matched single-mode transfer from fiber
soliton ~-to-fiber!, an achievement which can impact futu
technological solutions in information handling. A lenie
approach would be to allow for the formation, in the cryst

FIG. 4. Switching through opposite charged solitons. Intensity distribu
~left! and mode structure~right! for the oppositely biased routing stages.
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of an inverted funnel linked to a substantially broaderqua-
sisoliton. Involving more tenable values ofDn,6 this ap-
proach shifts the integration issue one step further, i.e.,
lecting the transmitted signal into the outgoing fibe
thwarting the single-mode assembly. The stringent ultrati
structure, which we have demonstrated for visible beams,
standard long-haul telecommunication systems, involve
considerably higher soliton index pattern; two to three tim
higher than that reported here: A matter that implies ope
tion at still higher values ofe r ~activating near-transition
effects!,8 or adopting other soliton formation schemes. Mor
over, the nonlinear nature of the link involves an initial mo
adaptation that self-consistently attains the adiabatic pas
from the single-mode fiber output, associated with the st
index structure, to the needle soliton wave form. How t
adaptation can be~self-!induced also at the collecting end
presently under study, possibly involving counterpropagat
schemes. Finally, the procedure is a demonstration that
information carrying channels can themselves be used
configure the electro-optic circuitry, by locally feeding a
appropriate photorefractive signal.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated deterministic a
reliable single mode fiber integration with spatial solito
through ultratight needles in photorefractives. This allo
efficient electro-optic beam handling, where the fiber bo
carries the information sequence, and delivers the phot
fractively active control beam that configures the circuitry
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